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October 2022 

 
The Clan Arthur Ancestral Lands Trust (CAALT) celebrated its one-year anniversary on 17th 
August 2022. As I write, CAALT has raised an amazing total of £57,351.99 and has a current bank 
balance of £56,534.31, but we still need to raise a lot more money to be able to purchase a home 
site for Clan Arthur. Our Stage 2 funding target is £75,000. Please join us and support us, or 
consider making a donation to our cause. 
 
Donations can be made by direct bank transfer to: 
 

Clan Arthur Ancestral Lands Trust 
Royal Bank of Scotland 

Sort Code: 83-21-04 
Account No: 00132580 

IBAN: GB31RBOS83210400132580 
SWIFT BIC: RBOSGB2L 

 
Or send a cheque / international bank draft, made payable to: 

“Clan Arthur Ancestral Lands Trust” 
143 Dorchester Avenue, Kelvindale, Glasgow, G12 0EJ, Scotland, UK 

 
 

BOVUY – Ancient MacArthur Township  
 
The ruins of Bovuy township lie to the east of the A819 (Inverary to Dalmally) about a mile south 
west of Clan Arthur’s Chief Seat at Traigh Cladich (Tiricladich) adjacent to Inistrynich peninsula on 
Loch Awe.  
 
The archaeological notes from the Canmore website state: 
 
“A township, comprising three roofed, four partially roofed, eleven unroofed buildings, six 
enclosures, a sheepfold, a field-system and a head-dyke is depicted on the 1st edition of the OS 
6-inch map (Argyllshire 1874, sheet cxiii). Three roofed, nine unroofed buildings, four enclosures 
and a field-system are shown on the current edition of the OS 1:10000 map (1977).” 
 
Archaeological Notes : https://canmore.org.uk/site/155490/bovuy 
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Map extract from: http://clanarthur.org/clan-arthur-lands/ 
 

 
 

The meaning of Bovuy suggests something to do with cattle (Bo) and it is most likely that black 
cattle were raised for market in the locale. It is not known when the township was abandoned but 
the cattle farm has continued with a modern farmhouse on the site. 
 
The ruins of several structures are easily distinguisable on Google Earth: 
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Traigh Cladich 
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and on the ground: 
 

 
 
An extract from the Admiralty Chart of Loch Awe held at the National Library of Scotland 
(https://maps.nls.uk/view/74401056) shows an intriguing site called “The Dun” just to the south 
west of Bovuy. The site is under forestry now, but its proximity to the neolithic cairn at Cladich 
suggests that it may have been an ancient fort and that the settlement at Bovuy could be on top of 
something much, much older. 
 

 
 

Bovuy 
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The Clan Arthur Ancestral Lands Trust’s mission is to help research, record and preserve this 
site, and many more MacArthur sites in the area like it. You can find details of the Trust at:  
 

http://clanarthur.org/caalt/ 
 
Future newsletters shall only be issued to CAALT Trustees, members and donors, so if you want 
to be involved, make a difference and stay informed, please fill in the attached application form. I 
look forward to updating you on progress over the coming months and telling you more about our 
ancestral lands with more photos and maps. 
 
Yours, Aye 
 

Hugh DP McArthur FSA Scot 
Clan Arthur Seannachie 
High Commissioner for Clan Arthur in Britain (& Europe) 
Chairperson for the Clan Arthur Ancestral Lands Trust 
Chairperson for the MacArthur Society in Britain (& Europe) 


